Customer Survey
Please circle how you feel about your visit with us

What did you like best?

Delivering Trophy-Class
HealthCare Customer
Service

What can we do differently?
(Optional) Name_____________
Address:
Phone:
Would you like a reply? Y N

By: Kevin R. Miller www.visionbound.com
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We will do what we
do so well, that the
people who see it
will want to see it
again, and bring
friends.
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Put your vote along
the wall chart

--Walt Disney
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Customers Want
Two Things:
• Solve my problem
• Leave me feeling good
about the experience.
(Be Uniquely Nice to Me!)
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What does that
mean?

Put your vote along
the wall chart
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If we’re going to become

We won’t do it by delivering what
we’ve always delivered……or
reincarnating the old stuff we
used to do!

The DEVIL is in the DETAILS!
But so are the ANGELS!
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You Can’t Differentiate Here!

Only HERE!!!!

How will you be
uniquely nice from
now on?

Grade your organization !

Don’t they deserve the very best we
can offer?

• World Class Service is
defined by your
customers, not you.
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LVC: Lifetime Value of a Customer
If a major ski resort were to
offend one customer a day to
the point where they never
returned, the resort would
eventually lose 5 million
dollars a year!

What’s the LVC of a Taco Bell
Customer?

What about one of your
customers?

Unhappy Customers
• 96% never heard from again
• 90% never buy again
• For every complaint there are 26 customers with
problems!!
• Complainers are more likely to do business again
than non-complainers!
• 54% of complainers do business again if the
problem is resolved
• 95% if resolved quickly!!!!
17
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Take care of each
other!
How you treat each other is a
critical key to success!

Attitude-Wise……
“In the absence of
orders….

ATTACK!”
Or an “Eyore?”
Personal motto of General Erwin Rommel WWII
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Customers Want
Two Things:
• Solve my problem
• Leave me feeling good
about the experience.
What does that
mean?

(Be Uniquely Nice to Me!)

“When it comes right down to it,
other things being relatively equal,
the human dynamic is more
important than the technical
dimensions of the deal.”

The key to a parent’s
heart is won by how
you treat their
_________________
Children!

--Stephen R. Covey
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They may not remember
what you said, but they
will always remember
how you made them feel.
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Put your number
on your pink card
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Impact!
IMPACT!
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A customer making a comment!
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“All organizations
are perfectly
aligned to get the
results they are
getting!”
Arthur Jones

Arthur W. Jones

“The definition of insanity is to
continue to do what you are doing
and expect to get different results.”
--Albert Einstein

Why do Customers Quit?
1% Die
3 % Move
5% Other Friendship
9% Competitive Reasons
14% Dissatisfied with Product
68% Perception of Poor Service
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We take our
customers on a
ride through hell,
then complain that
they didn’t enjoy
the journey!

Create and accept only customer
friendly processes!

Customer Pet Peeves!
Waiting in Long Lines
Passing the buck
Making Excuses
Getting Defensive
Blaming the Customer
Ignoring the Customer
Fighting Back
You’re “just another customer” attitude

If you want to start with
something, start with looking at
any process that will shorten a
customer’s

Put Your Own
Personal Signature

on your work
30
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Good Times Bad Times
In study after study, we’ve
seen that the single most
important factor in
determining a shopper’s
opinion of the service he or
she receives is waiting time.

A Clock in Your Head
• Anything over 90 seconds - and
the sense of time distorts
•If they have waited two minutes,
they’ll say its been three or four.

Paco Underhill, Why We Buy, p. 189
Paco Underhill, Why We Buy, p. 189

A Clock in Your Head
• Time a shopper spends waiting after an
employee has initiated contact goes faster
than time spent waiting before the
interaction takes place
• Shorten both perceived and actual wait
•A wait seems shorter if you’ve got
someone to talk to

Good luck
luck as
as you
you bring
bring your
your
Good
company’s level
level of
of service
service to
to
company’s
truly world-class.
world-class.
truly

•Customers perceive waiting time shorter if
there are signs to read
Paco Underhill, Why We Buy, p. 189
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Hospital/Clinic Patient Care
Good to Great Best Practices Suggestions
By Kevin R. Miller
1. Try to use the patient’s name in almost every encounter. It makes people feel that they
are being uniquely cared for.
2. Notice and pay attention to their children. Have a children’s play area to distract them
from their fears.
3. Have a friendly voice and use the patient’s name when responding to their electronic
page. “Good morning, Kevin, how can we help you?” would be the “ten.”
4. Wake-to-sleep and sleep-to-wake transitions are a critical time for patients. The best
caregivers help the patient in going to bed and wish them a “Good night, Susan.”
5. Provide a reading cart of magazines and books for patients to choose from. Keep a
wide variety of up-to-date materials.
6. Provide a good orientation to new patients of any or all services and amenities your
team, or the hospital, offers.
7. Inform patients of what their schedule or regimen of treatments will be for that day or
night.
8. Offer patients the dark sleeping masks. These help patients sleep through the nighttime
interruptions.
9. Let patients know what their schedule for the day or night will be: when you will be
coming in to do what. That way, it’s not a surprise.
10. Provide a computer workstation for patients in the hall or somewhere for them to check
their email.
11. Provide TV guides or listings so they know what is on TV.
12. Don’t wear over-powering perfume!
13. Compliment patients on genuine progress and try to give assurances and comfort.
14. PLEASE, when allowed, let patients know the results of tests and vital signs. Once, my
temperature was taken four times a day, but no one said “Good, its normal.” Also, I
knew my white blood count was a critical measurement, and they would tell me what it
was when I asked, but no one ever volunteered that information from the daily test.
15. It would be neat if each hospital room had an informative general medical guide like
the Reader’s Digest Family Medical Guide. Patients may want to learn more about
their body and condition but the rooms have no educational materials. Even a selection
of medical pamphlets on a wide variety of conditions would be valuable.
16. Another nice touch to each room would be the addition of a sleeping sound machine
that makes “white noise” to cover up background noise.

Delivering “Hero-Class”
Customer Service!
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DELIVERING “HERO” SERVICE
(Extract from Full Seminar)

“We will do what we do so well that the people
who see it will want to see it again, and bring
friends.” --Walt Disney
1. Is your business a “hero or a zero” in its service? Mark your rank
somewhere on the scale below:
Zero(0
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10 'Hero

2. Customers Only Really Want Two Things:

1. _________ my ____________
2. Leave me ________ _________ about the ______________.
(Be ______________ nice to me!)
With your partner, brainstorm ways you can be uniquely nice to a customer and list
them below:
3. Now rate the two “halves” of customer service along the scale below:
How well does Nestle “solve your problem” as an internal customer:
Zero(0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 'Hero
How would you rate the way you are treated?
Zero(0
1
2
3
4
5
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8

9

10 'Hero
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4. The Three Keys are:

13.

What SKILLS will you commit to do now to give extraordinary service?
(Your commitment card should now have five ideas you’ll promise to
do)

14.

Why do Customers Quit?
1%
3%
5%
9%
14%
____%

15.

Die
Move
Other Friendship
Competitive Reasons
Dissatisfied with Product
Perception of Poor Service

What PROCESSES are frustrating YOUR customers?

If you would like VisionBound International’s full Customers Only Want Two Things
Seminar for your workplace, contact Kevin R. Miller at 801-916-7433 or
getkevin@jrsmail.com. The seminar:
1. Is normally four hours long and includes a session on working with difficult
customers. This program is for all employees at all levels. I normally present it
twice so employees can come at one of two times during the day. It can also be
divided into two hour sessions.
2. It includes an eight page handout plus a series of eight colored “QuickTip” cards
that provide customer service tips and skills for cashiers, phone service,
receptionists, waiters/waitresses, tellers, sales-persons, and other points of impact.
3. A second two-hour seminar is designed only for managers and presents the eight
things leaders must do well to hire, train and motivate a great service team and
culture.
4. A third session can be customized for those employees who only work with
“internal” customers: administrative, HR, etc.
5. The seminar will be completely customized for your company: we will bring in
digital photos of your employees in action.
6. The program can quality for matching funds through the Custom Fit program.
7. More details are found at www.visionbound.com.
8. See the back table for samples of materials and copies of Kevin’s book.
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Kevin R. Miller
“A unique combination of character,
competence and enthusiasm has made Kevin an
extraordinary teacher.”
--Stephen R. Covey
If you looking for a fresh, powerful addition to your
next meeting or business development program, you
won’t want to miss out on Kevin. His bright, energetic
teaching style has made him a favorite with audiences
everywhere. With over 20 years as an educator,
trainer, consultant and leader in corporate, non-profit,
educational, community, military and community
settings, Kevin brings a vast array of experience and
insight to his keynote speeches, seminars and
presentations. His favorite topics include his
presentations on extraordinary leadership, customer
service, stress, joy, and communication. Refer to his
website at www.visionbound.com for full descriptions
and information. His email is getkevin@jrsmail.com
and phone is 801-916-7433.
Kevin’s current clients include: ConocoPhillips,
Boeing, Inc, Toyota, Modus Media International,
ServCorp, KenCraft, Inc. and dozens of others.

Kevin is a dynamic presenter: his Extraordinary
Leader program is revolutionizing our corporate
leadership development strategy.
--Robert Peffer, Modus Media Int.
Kevin is so incredible that our Association has
invited him back for two years running to
present over 16 hours of keynotes and seminars.
His powerful, dynamic sessions on customer
service and leadership provided dozens of great
tools to our members on how to lead their
teams. He leaves his audiences inspired, but
more importantly, leaves very useful handouts
packed with tools you can take back and
implement immediately in your teams.
-- Roger Reynolds, President MSCSA
Don’t miss out on having Kevin as a presenter
or speaker! Absolutely dynamite. His stories,
humor and powerful, useful tools left us
spellbound. –Chris Peck, VP Blastthrough
Learning, Inc.

Additional Topics Include:
• Leadership (executive to first-line)
• Crucial Conversations Mastery Course and
other communications program
• Team-building
• Strategy/Vision/Mission Development and
Action Planning and goal setting
• Stress Management, Time Management
• Inspiring keynote speeches and retreats
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Kevin Miller
Kevin Miller is President of VisionBound, International, a training and consulting business working with local,
national and international companies, school administrations, and government groups. VisionBound,
International helps these organizations develop leaders, improve communications, and move “from good to
great”.
Kevin has over 20 years experience as an educator, trainer, author, consultant and leader in corporate, nonprofit, educational, community, military, and community settings. He graduated from Brigham Young
University with a degree in business management in 1979 and holds graduate degrees in Adult and Continuing
Education from Kansas State University, a Masters in Secondary Education from Utah State University, and a
third graduate degree in Strategy and Operations.
Kevin has also served on active duty as a regular Army officer all over the world, and has developed and
taught leadership doctrine for the army and served as the Professional Development Manager at Brigham
Young University . He has been married for 28 years, has four children and one grandchild, and enjoys
traveling.

